Motion Metrics

Legal Analytics For Successful Motion Strategy
With Motion Metrics, Lex Machina takes Legal Analytics to a whole new level.
For the first time, it allows attorneys to compare detailed motion outcomes and
to select the motion strategy with the highest probability of success. Motion

Metrics, surfaces custom insights about motion practice tailored to the cases you
care about.

Craft Winning Case Strategy

Curious about how your judge drafts summary

Motion Metrics maps each motion to the order that

judgment orders? Easily search for those orders

determines its outcome. It also identifies which party filed

and review which orders were granted or denied,

the motion, which judge ruled on the motion, and how the

and scan the associated motions to see which

judge ruled.

arguments prevailed, and which ones did not.

For example, Motion Metrics might show that a judge never
grants motions to transfer out of her court. With Lex
Machina, an attorney can advise his client to save the
budget for making a stronger case instead of spending it on
a transfer motion that is almost certain to fail. Or,
alternatively he could compare courts and judges to see
who grants stays pending PTAB activity more often than
others.

Track Motion Chains
Motion Metrics makes it even easier to look through a case
and identify the key motions and orders. Our technology

Assess Your Opponents

links together all aspects of the “motion chain”. For example,

Want to know upfront if your opponent tends to file

if you’re looking at the opening motion, you can immediately

motions fast and furiously? Or if they file only a few

see if it was granted or denied, as well as jump to the

key motions?

response, reply, or order, all in one click.

With Motion Metrics, you can craft your motion
strategy with confidence. You can easily determine
the kind of motions your opponent tends to file in
cases like yours and see if they have been
successful.

“A district judge I know well, never grants motions for summary
judgment. However, I see opposing counsel file motions for summary
judgment all the time - if they had Lex Machina, they could save a lot of
time and money.”
– Partner, IP Litigation Firm

